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BLUEBELLS UNITED STORY 

 

 

 

Up the Bells … The Peoples Team … 

Vande Mataram … Afore you go … 

 



 

 

UPDATE DECEMBER 2020 :  

THE BLUEBELLS UNITED HISTORY PROJECT 

 

INTRODUCTION:  

The Project was conceived during month of July 2020. This was the period of dark and hard 

LOCKDOWN, when the country was besieged by the Corona Virus. With social distancing 

being the norm, our inaugural meeting was via Zoom. Despite the hurdles the project has 

received a tremendous amount of support and encouragement from all those associated with 

Bluebells (players, administrators and supports). We remain on course towards achieving the 

GOALS that we set out when we began the project. 

 

DATABASE:  

Barring 1978, we have developed a fairly comprehensive database of players across the full 

history of the club’s history in the FPL and its final years as a professional outfit in the OK 

League. The database was developed through a study of the various team line-ups across 

the FPL years and through photos and articles accessed from players and supporters. The 

database is also designed to include “Non-Players” i.e. coaches, administrators and 

supporters. We will focus our attention on the coaches, administrators and supporters next. 

 

INTERVIEWS:  

A key focus of the project was to obtain direct evidence from the inaugural Bluebells team 

that entered the FPL in 1972. However, we were also keen to understand how the club was 

birthed in 1966. To achieve this, we prioritised interviews with key players from the first 

generation of Bluebells United FC.  We kicked off the interview process with the club’s first 

Captain in the FPL Alan Moonsammy in the company of Terry Jeevanantham on 28 August 

2020 @ Manto Office Park. It should be noted that Alan, Terry and Haroun Bhera Mohamed 

have been instrumental in shaping and guiding us as we began to navigate our way through 

the Bluebells story. 

The next set of recorded interviews were with Rattin Padayachee, a player in the inaugural 

FPL team and also coach and manager at different periods in the club’s history on 24 October 

2020. This was followed up with an interview with Mr Billy Morgan, the club’s first coach in 

the FPL on 7 November 2020. Other key persons have also been identified and prioritised for 

interviews. These will be scheduled in 2021.  

 

PLAYER PROFILES:  

To date we have assembled 49 completed player profiles. These were originally completed 

electronically through the sharing of an MS Word format document. We have now created the 

same form through Google forms to complete online and fast track the process. The profiles 

have opened a window into the lives of many ex-players. The profiles have given a better 

sense of what it meant to be a Bluebells players from the days gone by.  

 



 

 

The list of completed Player Profiles across the different years is presented below : 

1972 - Goona Padayatchi, Krish Packery, Patrick Louw, Terry Jeevanantham,               

Rattin Padayachee, Alan Moonsamy, Freddy Hermans (7)                                                      

1973 – Baboo Mohideen, Pepe Dire, Big Boy Khoalone (3) 

1974 - Siva Pillay, Kenneth Trompetter (2) 

1975 - Allen van Rheede, Smiley Moosa (2) 

1976 - Bubi Williams, Chris Fortuin, Suli Bhamjee (3) 

1977 - Riedwan Khan, Jerry Sadike, Neville Williams, Thabo Mokupu (4) 

1979 - Saths Daya, Chunkie Palani (2) 

 

1984 - Kanaga Naidoo, Rogen Pillay, Willie Rwida, Glen Steyn (4) 

1985 - Haroon Mohammed, Gora Ebrahim (2) 

1986 - Terry Singaram, Deanen Pillay, Malcolm Padayachee, Zuna Mall (4) 

1987 - Ashley Kistoo, Sayed Adam, Sarfers Safrudin (3) 

1988 - Ebrahim Farista, Thamo Moodley, Suli Saloojee, Razeen Ebrahim (4) 

1989 - Sugar Patel, Derek Eastwood, Eric Solomans, Joe van Vuuren (4) 

1990 – Naina Kuni (1) 

 

1991 - Roger Dickinson, Sheiky Naby, Tyrone Vassen (3) 

1992 - Tyrone Naidoo (1) 

     Our appreciation goes to all those who made time to complete their profiles. 

We do wish to remind all those that contributed to dig deep and search for old photos, 

magazines & programmes to strengthen the archival base of the project. 

 

ARCHIVAL MATERIAL:  

The amount of newspaper clippings available has been overwhelming. Special thanks to 

Rattin Padayachee, Shawn Pillay, Virgil Padayachee, Soondrum Moodley, various players 

and James George (Berea and Cape Town Spurs) for meticulously preserving their albums 

over the years and sharing it with us. Various other individuals have also graciously come 

forward to assist us even though their connection to Bluebells is not a particularly direct one. 

Social media has proven a valuable tool. The Gauteng Non Racial History Project Site, 

Facebook Pages of Vande Mataram, the SA Federation Legends , The History of Non Racial 

Football in SA and The Real Federation Whats App Group, have contributed immensely in 

rekindling our memories of yesteryear and inspiring us on the importance of documenting our 

stories and experiences. 

 

THE REAL FEDERATION REUNION:  

The project team also attended and contributed to the Real Federation Reunion, held on 5 

December 2020, at the Lifestyle Image Centre in downtown Fordsburg. The event proved to 

be a memorable one and afforded us an opportunity to submit 8 Collages to the Media 

Exhibition.  

 



 

 

The Bluebells United family was well represented at the event. The club in some ways was 

led by Vincent Naidoo (seasoned administrator) and accompanied by Alan Moonsammy, 

Goona Padayatchi, Freddy Hermans, Soondrum Moodley, Alan Van Rheede, Jerry Sadike, 

Pepe Dire, Chris Fortuin, Suli Bhamjee, Ridwaan Khan, Gora Ebrahim, Hoosein Sarfudin, 

Derek Eastwood, Suliman Saloojee, Faiyzal Motalib, Dykes Vandeyar, Ahmed Jogee and  the 

lead Project Team members (Ebrahim Farista, Gary Moonsammy & Agsie Pillay). 

Agsie Pillay also followed through on the above event through interacting with the “Pretoria 

FPL legends” (13 December 2020) and identified further members of the Bluebells family that 

were now resident in that part of the province and associated with that group of the wider FPL 

legends family..   

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS:  

 

➢ We wish to express our sincere appreciation to all those that have supported this 

project through availing their valuable time and ensuring that this project has gain 

traction and taken off in the way that it has. 

 

➢ As part of the way forward, we have prioritised the following activities: 
 

➢ Continuously updating the database 

 

➢ Encouraging ex-players to further complement the existing set of submitted 

Profiles 

 

➢ Collecting programmes, magazines, photos, articles and memorabilia from all 

those that wish to share these 

 

➢ Conclude interviews with a further set of key role-players form the Bluebells 

United family 

 

➢ Finalise the write-up of the Amateur wing of the current Bluebells United 

amateur wing 

 

➢ Establish sub committees to manage the following: fundraising, 

magazine/booklet compilation and printing, facilitating a series of small get-

togethers culminating in the 2022 (50th Anniversary of Bluebells in the FPL) 

 

➢ Engage with ex-coaches, administrators and supporters to document their 

stories 

 

➢ We also want to end by wishing the entire Bluebells United family a safe and restful 

festive season. But more importantly … to take care, wear masks and faithfully observe 

all protocols that centre around Covid 19. 

 

 

 



 

 

THE BLUEBELLS UNITED HISTORY PROJECT 

 

INTRODUCTION:  

We are seeking to write-up, celebrate and share the Bluebells United story. You are being engaged to 

contribute to this write-up and to collectively develop a record of this prominent club. The club has shaped, 

contributed and influenced the social history of Lenasia, the history of the broader South African community 

and carved its proud name in the annals of South Africa football history. Bluebells United has always espoused 

the values of non-racialism, socio-economic equality and social justice. The club embraced diversity at a time 

when strict apartheid laws were brutally enforced, the most notable amongst them being the Group Areas and 

Population Registration Acts. Football was always seen as catalyst for change and it provided a unique 

opportunity to bring people together irrespective of race, culture, class, creed or socio-economic status. For 

Bluebells this meant attracting the best footballers from all the communities that played the sport of football. 

This commitment and ethos earned the club the tag of “The Peoples Team”. 

Bluebells United in 1972, became the first professional club in the then Transvaal to affiliate to the SA Soccer 

Federation (SASF). This was at a time when sponsorship was non-existent, training facilities were appalling and 

the club was deprived of using the only field befitting a professional outfit, namely the Lenasia Stadium, as a 

home ground. All the club had was a group of dedicated players with the dream to play the beautiful game at 

the highest level available. What the club lacked in terms of finance and facilities they made up in terms of 

talented players, dedicated officials and die-hard supporters. The SASF, was launched in 1969. It had teams 

from the Cape Province and Natal. So, in 1972 by Bluebells United joining the professional ranks with its 

exciting and entertaining brand of football, the SASF became a truly National League with its first Transvaal 

representatives. 

Capturing the history of the club, is an attempt to highlight and recognize the important contribution the club 

has played in the development of football in our country. The year 2022 will mark 50 years of the club’s initial 

affiliation to the SASF – the one organisation that best reflected the non-racial footballing community in our 

country. We hope to record the history of the club over the numerous footballing generations, beginning in 

1966 and culminating with the 50 Year celebration of the club’s commitment to non-racial football in 2022. 

We hope at that juncture to stage a reunion where players and officials both past and present can celebrate 

the People’s Team in all its glory. 

AIM:  

To capture and record the history of Bluebells United from its inception in 1966 through 3 distinct phases 

culminating in its current amateur-only formation 

GOALS: 

• Record the history of the formation of the club and its initial phase in the professional ranks through 

engaging available players and officials 

• Record the subsequent phases of the club through the assembly and analysis of available data sources 

including the compilation of profiles of all available players and officials   

• Collect, assemble and store all written and audio-visual records that capture the history of the club 

• Document the history of the club through profiling key personalities  

• Disseminate the information recorded through relevant media-sharing vehicles 

• Where possible publish the materials to create a permanent record 

• Host a get-together to honour the players and officials that formed and served the club throughout its 

history 

 



 

 

 

• PART ONE – Amateur 

• 1966 – 1971  

 

 

• PART TWO : F P L 

• 1972 – 1979 

 

 

• PART THREE : Amateur 

• 1980 – 1983 

 

 

• PART FOUR – F P L 

• 1984 – 1990  

 

 

• PART FIVE - Amateur 

• 1991 – 2020 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 


